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Welcome to a place where you can truly disconnect and immerse yourself in a myriad of 
captivating landscapes. Explore the enchanting beauty of mangroves, meandering rivers, 
picturesque islands, vibrant coral reefs, and pristine beaches. This destination is a gateway to a 
world of azure hues, soaring spirits, mesmerizing sunsets, and an ambiance that guarantees 
happiness, whether you visit alone, with friends, or as a couple.
Nestled in the municipality of San Antero, Córdoba, to the south of Morrosquillo Gulf, lies the 
remarkable Cispat Bay—an expansive sanctuary for flora and fauna. Spanning 8,000 hectares, this 
haven boasts lush mangrove swamps and a shimmering water mirror. It beckons visitors with 
opportunities for contemplation, conservation efforts, birdwatching, and the sustainable utilization 
of its precious ecosystem.
Within this region, a diverse array of over 260 bird species grace the skies, while reptiles like 
iguanas, lizards, turtles, and the protected needle caiman roam the land. Thanks to dedicated 
conservation programs, the needle caiman has been shielded from the brink of extinction, a 
testament to our commitment to preserving this remarkable species.

Come, allow yourself to be immersed in the natural wonders of Cispata Bay, where serenity, 
conservation, and awe-inspiring encounters await you at every turn.

CISPATÁ BAY NATURAL RESERVE 

BIRD 

SPECIES

“ Y O U  H AV E  T O  F L Y  W H E R E  T H E  B I R D S  A R E ”



Experience year-round perfect wind conditions for 
exhilarating flights, with speeds ranging from 6 to 15 
knots. Stable winds consistently face the beach, 
creating an ideal flying environment. Pilots of all levels 
can embrace this unforgettable opportunity to soar 
through the skies with ease and excitement.

Discover the captivating San Bernardo Archipelago, an exquisite cluster of ten islands: Boquerón, 
Palma, Panda, Múcura, Tintipan, Maravilla, Cabruna, Mangle, Caycen, and the Islet of Santa Cruz. 
Nestled in the Gulf of Morrosquillo, caressed by the azure Caribbean Sea, these islands span an 
impressive 120,000 hectares. Within their embrace, a vibrant underwater world thrives, boasting a 
magnificent array of 62 coral species and 513 species of fish.

San Bernardo proudly claims the title of the largest and most diverse coral reef formation along the 
Colombian Caribbean's continental coast, spanning an expansive 1,200 square kilometers (120,000 
hectares). As you arrive at this tropical paradise, prepare to be enchanted by the translucent blue 
waters that harmoniously blend with the sky, the glistening white sands of its beaches, and the lush 
greenery of swaying palm trees.

Allow yourself to be immersed in the breathtaking beauty of the San Bernardo Archipelago, where 
nature's vibrant palette paints a picture of serenity and wonder.

WIND CONDITIONS



� ARRIVALS MONTERIA AIRPORT

� ASSEMBLY OF PARAMOTORS

� TEST FLIGHT TO PLAYA STUN

� SUNSET BAY FLIGHT

� WELCOME DINNER

FLIGHT TIME AVERAGE HEIGHTDISTANCE LANDING  ZONE

Local Flight

https://www.youtube.com/shorts/hQf7eHkLTTs
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1vJiBvpCmI9F8YgZ6XixEYlfUFVdKmn20


� FLIGHT TO SAN BERNARDO DEL VIENTO, 

OVER THE MANGROVES, SINU RIVER, BUFALO 

BEACH AND PAJAROS BEACH

� CROSSING TO ISLA FUERTE

� FLIGHT TO SAN BERNARDO 

DEL VIENTO

X C  Flight

FLIGHT TIME AVERAGE HEIGHTDISTANCE LANDING  ZONE

https://www.youtube.com/shorts/yUsgol-3WjY
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1y3AXTI54aKZKEnUHerM0CG4NuaTDgcwe


X C  Flight

� BOAT RIDE OVER SINÚ RIVER
� BUFFET OYSTER TOUR
� LUNCH AT DOÑA SARA RESTAURANT
� FLIGHT FROM THE SINÚ RIVER’S MOUTH TO 
CISPATÁ

  

FLIGHT TIME AVERAGE HEIGHTDISTANCE LANDING  ZONE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_tz9nZPzxE&ab_channel=cispataparatours
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1zlFBgK5A3hSkAOPlXj-MBlK41goYvB8M


X C  Flight

� BOAT RIDE TO BERRUGAS
� FLIGHT AROUND THE 5 ISLANDS
� SNACK AT BERRUGAS SPOT
� BACK BY BOAT TO CISPATÁ

FLIGHT TIME AVERAGE HEIGHTDISTANCE LANDING  ZONE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A1fQbfKvHys&ab_channel=cispataparatours
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1i8V_sBF68XOjh85XojHSUZiI6Rf_p97C


� FLIGHT TO AIMARAWA HOTEL
� LUNCH IN THE HOTEL
� SUNSET FLIGHT TO CISPATÁ

Local Flight

FLIGHT TIME AVERAGE HEIGHTDISTANCE LANDING  ZONE

https://www.youtube.com/shorts/dYDXYE14CUE
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/156lZA3dym6v5DYdo3WjIM_uUVLS5Mdxx


X C  Flight

Bay
� FLIGHT TO TINAJONES
� NATIVE MANGROVES TOUR
� LUNCH IN TINAJONES
� FLIGHT TO LORICA
� FLIGHT TO CISPATÁ

FLIGHT TIME AVERAGE HEIGHTDISTANCE LANDING  ZONE

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1JzFnP8AAO0O21iNyJ20Bnw5yMu1W03Sm


https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1TIFShsAsdl6ZblEOZ8kM4XLJmTR7ZwPQ


Estefania Velasquez
Paraglider and 
Paramotor pilot

Host

Carlos Ignacio Naranjo
10+ motor mechanic 2 strokes.

Yohan Estiven Villa
10 years flying experience.

Reinal
Boat asistence.

Pipon
Truck asistance.
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Ruben Montoya
 30+ years flying experience 

Tour Operator/ Owner
Paragliding Medellin.

Moisés Londoño 
7 years Flying experience

Local Pilot.

Jose Casaudoumecq
30+ years flying experience

Tour Operator / Owner
Air Wave Tours, LLC



8 days/ 7 nights lodging

Breakfast, lunch, snacks and drinks included

Transportation from Monteria Airport to Cispatá

Boat transfer to all take-off and landing spots

Activities and events

Guides / instructors on all flight each day

Unlimited gasoline and oil

Mechanical assistance 2-stroke engines

Travel insurance

Cispatá Tour staff 24/7

Welcome kit: cap, lycra and tulle

Unlimited Beer

1-International flight to Bogotá El Dorado International Airport (capital of Colombia)

2- Domestic flight Bogotá (El Dorado) - Monteria (Los Garzones) (1:15 Hr)

3- Car Monteria-Cispata (1:00Hr)

Paraglider, helmet, intercom and boots.

Sunglasses, shorts, rashguard, cap, sunscreen at least 50 UV all for 7 days at the beach.

TOUR INCLUDES



Join our enhanced paramotor classes where participants will 

acquire valuable skills, including:

� Mapping and route planning

� Fuel calculation techniques

� Gear preparation and maintenance

� Ground handling exercises

� Windy flying techniques, including takeoff and landing

� Safety protocols for group flying

� Formation flying in various windy conditions and locations

� And much more!

Details:

� Duration: 3 days before the tour

� Package includes lodging and two meals per day

� Personalized photos and videos about the progression

� Personalized experience tour

� Theoretical classes

Elevate your paramotor abilities with our comprehensive program designed to enhance your 

knowledge and proficiency in this thrilling sport.



1  Pilot (7 days) All Inclusive     US $ 2,750.00
1  Companion  (7 days) All Inclusive     US $ 1,550.00 
1  Tandem flight   US $ 100.00 

VAT: Taxes included      

1  Progression lessons and high wind clinic  US $ 690.00
(3 days before tour - all inclusive) OPTIONAL

We rent Vittorazi Atom 80 and Moster 185 paramotors (Liberty, 
Power2Fly, Parajet, etc.) in perfect condition with all maintenance 
intervals up to date. To book, you must notify us in advance your 
weight and throttle side (RH or LH). 

"Any damage done to equipment during the course of the tour due 
to pilot error must be assumed and paid by the pilot renting gear”.

$ 150 US / PER DAY 

Medical assistance
Medical assistance for accident up to $5.000,000 COP
Medical assistance for illness up to $5,000,000 COP
Nursing at home for accident. 5 days maximum $100,000 COP
Hotel expenses for accidental convalescence up to $1,000,000 COP
Dental expenses per accident up to $2,000.000 COP
Outpatient drugs up to $250,000 COP
Income for hospitalization $50,000 COP
Transfers in case of Emergency.
Accident medical transfers (up to the limit of accidental medical expenses)
Including.
Transfers and stay of companion by accident up to $2.000,000 COP
Transfers and stay of companion for accidental death $2.000,000 COP insurance.
Accidental dismemberment compensation $5,000,000 COP
Compensation for accidental death $5.000,000 COP transfers.
Accompaniment for children under 15 years of lige $2,000,000 COP
Early return due to an accident at home, ticket up to $1,000,000 COP
Specialized funeral service Included.

TOUR COST

HEALTH INSURANCE

PARAMOTOR RENTALS



Air Wave Tours. LLC is subject to the liability regime established by Law 300 of 1996. Decree 2438 of 2010 and other 
regulatory decrees. In its capacity as Intermediary. it has limited responsibility in the provision of the tourist services of the 
suppliers.
Likewise, it has no interference in their decisions or policies. The agency does not assume any responsibility towards the user 
for the air transport service, except in the case of a chartered flight and in accordance with the conditions of the transport 
contract. The agency does not assume responsibility towards the user or traveler for events such as accidents, strikes, riots. 
earthquakes, climatic or natural phenomena, security conditions, political factors, denial of entry permits. health issues and 
any other case of force majeure. that may occur during the trip. All additional information regarding validity, conditions, exit 
taxes from Colombia and abroad. rates, charges and other mandatory payments, preventive health measures of the 
destination and services at the time of making the reservation. Likewise, the client will be informed in the travel documents, 
according to the characteristics that apply to each one. All prices and rates presented in this bulletin, receipt, voucher or 
quote are subject to change, availability and validity without prior notice. Restrictions and conditions apply for each rate 
published according to its validity. The hotel tariff depends on the chosen accommodation. The cancellation policies, 
penalties, restrictions and particular conditions of the package will be informed to the passenger at the time of issuance of 
the travel documents. In case of force majeure or fortuitous event before or during the trip (accidents. strikes, riots. 
earthquakes. climatic factors, riots, security conditions, political factors. denial of entry permits, health issues, among others), 
or simply In order to guarantee the success of the plan, the operator and/or the agency may modify, replace or cancel 
itineraries, dates, flights, hotels. optional services. which is accepted by the client at the time of purchasing the services. The 
refund policies for services not provided due to force majeure situations will be defined by each operator and they will be 
confirmed once the travel documents are reserved and issued.
Air Wave Tours. LLC is not jointly and severally liable for the amounts requested in reimbursement. Any refunds that may 
apply will be made within 30 calendar days of the request. However, in the event that the process takes longer for reasons 
beyond Air Wave Tours. LLC, it will not recognize any interest on the amounts to be reimbursed. The reimbursement 
percentage will depend on the provider's conditions and the agency's administration expenses. Likewise, the specific 
conditions of each plan will define the form of payment of the plan and the reimbursement parameters that may apply.

If a visa is required, Air Wave Tours, LLC will provide advice on the case, being the exclusive autonomy of the consular 
authority everything related to the procedure, the requested documents. the study, costs, duration of the procedure and the 
approval or rejection. If the visa is denied. there will be no refund of the sums paid by the applicant. In any case, it will be the 
sole responsibility of the client, the processing and compliance with the informed requirements.
It will be the prerogative of the operator or the organizer of the plan, the withdrawal from the service of those who, due to 
serious causes of a moral or disciplinary nature, duly proven, threaten the normality or success of the service. Air Wave Tours.
LLC will not be responsible if, due to legal or other issues in which the user is involved, the user must withdraw from the 
service, nor for the additional expenses incurred due to these events. In relation to services not provided at the time of user 
withdrawal. the operator's refund policies will apply. if any. Air Wave Tours. LLC is not jointly liable for or responsible for such 
refunds.
The client will be solely responsible for the custody of their luggage and travel documents. Air Wave Tours. LLC will be able 
to guide the passenger in the events of loss of their luggage or travel documents. However, under no circumstances will it 
be responsible for the loss, damage, deterioration or loss of said elements. Air Wave Tours. LLC will inform the passenger of 
the restrictions established by the airlines in terms of prohibitions, maximum weight and number of pieces per passenger, 
people or loads allowed in attractions or tourist sites, limitations or impediments to access by maximum capacity. However, 
it will be the sole responsibility of the passenger to comply with said policies.

Cancellations received 60 days before the start of the trip will have a refund of 100% of the value paid and a charge of 8% of 
the total value of the trip will be charged for administrative and financial expenses.
Cancellations received between 40 and 59 days before the start of the trip will have a 50% refund on the advance made and 
a charge of 8% on the total value of the trip will be charged for administrative and financial expenses.
Cancellations received between 39 and 1 day before the trip and the non-presentation of the passengers (no show) at the 
beginning of the services, will have a charge of 100% of the total value of the program.
CANCELLATION OR CHANGE OF RESERVATION DUE TO JUSTIFIED FORCE MAJEURE
When the client or users cancel their trip for a justified reason, illness or death of one of the travelers, it must be no less than 
twenty-four (24) hours before the kite trip. the request will only be taken into account if the supporting documents are 
received.
Justify the cancellation: (a) EPS medical incapacity or (b) death certificate.
Once the supports are received, we proceed to process with the service providers (airlines, hotels, operators, etc.) the 
exoneration or settlement of penalties or differences caused by changes in dates, this process does not exempt the traveler 
or travelers from paying the penalty. which will only be refunded in the event that the providers resolve to waive the charge 
for cancellation. Air Wave Tours. LLC. will have a term of no more than thirty (30) calendar days following the date on which 
the request was filed with the providers.
There will be a charge of 8% of the total value of the trip for administrative and financial expenses



SCAN OR TAP HERE

Moises Londoño - Estefania Velasquez
Medellín, Colombia

      +573152969880 / +573176358234

      cispataparatours@gmail.com

      @cispataparatours

Jose Casaudoumecq
Miami, Florida - U.S.A.

      +17865148688

      airwavetours@gmail.com

      @airwavetours

https://maps.app.goo.gl/dBTf3PyKK7gC3aAC7
https://www.sejda.com/call/%2B17865148688
mailto:airwavestours@gmail.com
https://www.instagram.com/airwavetours/

